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I. Introduction

Petri nets are a mathematical model for the representation and analysis of parallel pro-
cesses which is due to CA. Petri [33] and, later on, was widely generalized and investi-
gated [4,13,16,17,21]. Especially in [13], the connections between different variants ofthe
basic model— which can also be formulated in a purely algebraic way as vector addition
system— were investigated. In [28,32] summaries can be found showing the relation of
Petri nets to numerous other models of parallel computation.
Problems analyzed in modelling parallel systems by Petri nets usually are dealing with
dynamic aspects or the control structure as Petri nets tend to heavily abstract from the
individuality of data objects. Such problems arc (partial or total) deadlock freeness, ot

livencss ofthe system. While these properties, in a sense, state absence of problems in all
states reachable in the system, other questions were concerned with the problems whethcj

some arbitrary state is reachable from some fixed initial state, or whether there is some
reasonable effective description ofthe set of all reachable slates. The former, the so-called
general reachability problem, soon proved to be of basic importance to many others. In
[12], the recursive equivalence ofthe reachability and the livencss problem were shown,
i.e. an algorithm for one ofthe problems automatically solves the other. In addition, a
number of other problems in the representation of parallel and concurrent systems, but
also in language generating systems, in algebra and in number theory could be shown to

be effectively reducible to or equivalei l with the reachability problem. On the other hand,
the proof of the imdecidability ofthe inclusion problem for Petri net reachability sets [2]—
extended in [M] to the equality problem—implies that there cannot be any reasonable
closed effective representation for reachability sets in general. For restricted classes of
Pet ri nets, however, such effective representations have been given [1 ,9, 26,29].
Pur the reachability- problem, more or less restricted subclasses of Petri nets have beeo
investigated (a summary of results can be found in [19]), or sometimes quite heuristic
methods have been proposed to simplify given Petri nets in order lo obtain sufficient con-
ditions [3,15,22,24], In [36], the decidability ofthe reachability problem for Petri nets will'
at most three places was shown, and in [IK], this result was extended to up to five places.
Whereas these methods fail for the general case as they rely on semilinear reachability
sets—to id there are Petri nets with si> places and non-semilinear reachability sets—the
general reachability problem was claimed to be decidable in [35], no correct proof was
given, however.
The tmdecidability of the reachability set inclusion problem suggested a treatment of
the reachability problem symmetric wrt. the initial and final state, as presented in the
s. quel. Alter giving the notation and basic concepts, a generalization ofthe fundamental
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reachability tree conslruction [20] is introduced which uses finite automata lo restrict the
set of transistion sequences possible in the original construction, and which can be sym-
metrized in the above respect. By meat s of regular sets of transition sequences, possible
fit ing sequences from the initial to the final state are being approximated. The approxima-
tion error is determined by uniformly constructable Presburger expressions, and the ap-
proximation algorithm is iterated until, in spite ofthe remaining uncertainly, a sufficient
criterion for reachability can be given. Finally, some decision problems reducible to or
equivalent with the reachability problem, and some open research problems are listed.
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2. Notation and basic concepts

A Petri net P is a triple [S, T, X) with
j) 5 = {,5i, . . . , .s,,} a finite set ofplaces;

iii) K:SxT\JTxS->N a mapping indicating the multiplicity of directed edges between
places and transitions,

where N = {0, 1, . . . } denotes the set of nonnegative integers.
Further, rv = N(JM stands for N augmented by the "infinite" number w with ±n -fw =
uj ± n = w and n < w for all n £ N, Z for the set of integers, and /„ for the (index) set

{1,2,...,n},neN.
A marking (pseudomarking) ofP is a mapping m:S-*N (m:S->N, resp.) which usually get:.
represented as a vector m G N'' (m g N", resp.) such that ils value at place s, g 5 can bi.
written interchangeably as m(.s,) (?n(.s,), resp.) or m, (in,, resp.), i G J„.

The following relations are defined on pseudomarkings:

Ihe marking difference 6t, g Z" effected by £_ G 7 1 is given by

£G7' \sfirable at pseudomarking m (written /(t, m)) iff fft >W : = {K{ah t),...,K{sv , t)). l f
t is firable at. m, the firing oft takes m to m T St: mAm -|- <5A

For sequence?)t = t] ...tr eT\6r, f{r, m), St-, and mA m' arc defined inductively:

Note that sr~ is the minimal marking at which r is firable.

I'he reachability setR[P,m) ofthe pseudomarked Petri net (P, m) is

ii) T — {/|, . . . , tw} a finite set of transitions, Sf]T =0;

Let H G N, fn, Yu' G N", and F{fn, 11): = {m G N"; (Vi G /„)K = "iV(m,: = coAm, > //)]}
Tnen
i) m < fn': «(Vi G /,.)[m,

;

< m'J ;
ii) m < fh':e=>m < fn'Afrl. A "!\
iii) fn C m':<=>(Vi £ A)N', < w=>mi — m'J;
iv)

??;

0- 7,,)[rrf,- < wArri.', < w--->m:; = m^.

(«,-); = Kfc, 8j) - X{Sj , /,), for iGAJ G /_,

i) ffr: = i:U«f:
ii) f{r, fn): =r - Ov[f[o, rn)Af{t 2 . . . t\ fri + 5/.'));
iii) St~: — maxffift 1 )-,^2. . . tr)-—St\o} (max component-wise);
iv) fn~A ffi': = /(r, in) Am' —fn + <sr.

R{P, fn): - {fri'; fri *-> fn'} = {A, (3r G T*)^ m']}.
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Let (per AN'" denote the Parikh mapping, i.e. {<P[t)), indicates, for each i G /», and t g T\
the number of occurrences of/, in r, and let V g Z''"' be the integer matrix whose ith
column is given by St.,. Note as an immediate consequence that St — V<P(t) for all r G 7a

A ////a/r se/ L C N'" is a set of the form L={6 + £.'_, n-,-p''; («_,

■■

" , nr ) G Nr ) for some
rGN, b, p\ . , . , pr G N"'. 6is called the base ofL.
A semilincar set is a finite union oflinear sets.
Semilincar sets are exactly those sets definable by expressions in Presburger Arithmetic,
i.e. the first order theory of the nonnegative integers with addition [8,34]. Semilinear
sets are, therefore, closed under Boolean operations, and there arc effective procedures to
construct semilinear representations ofthe sets defined by Presburger expressions and to
decide Presburger formulae [8,30].

Let Gbe a digraph, and a a path in G. Then Grrv denotes the reversed graph of G obtained
by reversing the orientation of all edges in G, arev denotes the reversed path in Gr(V cor-
responding to q, a(a) is the initial and d(a) the final node of a. If, in particular, G is a Petri
net P — [S, r, ]<), then we refer to the transition in Prey corresponding to linP as trcv , we
have

SSri,t

ri , = —St, and set, for r = V. . .¥ G T* , rrev: — V
rtl

, . . l]. tr (this is a slight misuse of
notation as actually t as a node does not get changed when going from P to PTcl).

We now introduce the concept of a regularly controlled reachability graph which is a
generalization ofthe basic reachability construction introduced in [20] and which uses
finite automata to restrict the set of paths possible in the original construction. Let ,4 be
a finite digraph with edge labels in T which we consider the stale transition diagram of a
(nondeterministic) finite automaton, with some node z{) designated as initial state. Then
the regularly controlled reachability graphRCRG(P,m,A) for some Petri net P with initial
pseudomarking m g N is a digraph with node labels m(k) £ N and z[k) in the node ." :
(= state set) of A, and with edge labels t{e) g T. It is constructed as follows by

Algorithm 1:
Sum with the "root" r ofRCRG(P,ffilA), set m{r): = "m; z[r): — zo, and declare ras "unfinished".

Repeat as long as there are unfinished nodes
for all unfinished nodes fe in the graph constructed so far do
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for each t G T s.t. /(/, m(fc)) and each slate z in /I reachable from z(fc) by an edge labelled t do
add a new edgt c to nCflt7(.P,m,i4) with t(e): — t\
let fc' denote lire endpoinl d(e) of c;
set z{k'): = z;m(fc'): = m(fc) + fit;
for all k" s.t.

fc" i ■■: on a simple path from r to fc' and
m(. ) < m(fc') and
there is a path z° = z{kf),z[

> .

■

■ ,2' = z(fc') in /I with the same edge labelling sequence rA . .t' as a
simple path from fc" to fc'

do
for all 1 £ /_, s.t. (m(fc"})_ < (m(fc'))_ do

replace the i—th com, orient of m(fc') and of m(fc*) for all /:* reachable from fc' by w
od;
add a patli fc' .fc', . . . ,fc starling from fc' to RCRG(P,m,A) with edge labelling sequence t l . . .£' and
m(fc'): = m(fc') A «(£'" "

"

'''). *(fci ): = z*''■ for a" Je i(

od
od;
declare fc finished

od;
identify all nodes fc which have the same nock; markings m(fc) and z(fc);
declare all newly generated nodes not identified with nodes already finished as unfinished

end iepe; '

end Algorithm 1

The proof for the termination of Algorithm 1 is along the same lines as in [20] taking into
account that there are only finitely many stales \x\ A\ it won't be given here.

PI: Iffc, kf are nodes in RCRG{P, m,A) and k' is reachable from k then

P2: If /.: is an w+-node—i.e. fc has some immediate predecessor fc' s.t. VV'(fc')^Vl

/

(/c)--then
there is an effectively obtainable A -cycle a from fc to k whose edge hibelling sequence
r(u) satisfies

(6T[a))i > 0 for all i G W{k) - W{kl).

We n. ite the following properties ofRCRG{P, m, A):

W(A :-AAA„ - A A^Ac
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P3: For any path in A starting from z<} with edge labelling sequence r s.t. f{T,m) there is a
path a in RCRG{P,m,A) starling from r with r{a) = r. d{a) satisfies m -{-- <5r c ro(ri(a)).

P4: For any node fc in RCRG{P, m,A) and any

;/

gN, there is a path a from rto fc s.t.

/(t(q), fn) and m + st{ci) G F(m(k), H).

P5: Let /T be the transition diagram obtained by stripping R.CR.G{P,w>-A) ofthe node
markings, with r as initial state. Then RCRG{P, m, A') equals RCRG[P,m,A ) modulo
the node markings.

P6: Let fc be some node in RCRG{P, m,A), m' Z) m(fc), A" the transition diagram given by all
paths from rto fc, and fc the initial state in A"rtv . ThenRCRG{Prev , m',A'A) —stripped of
the node markings—equals A"rev .

Pl--P6 can be proved by induction on the steps of Algorithm 1 [27]. The proof is omitted
here.

Let m, m' c N", and B: = RCRG{P,m,A) for some A. A Si bgraph B' ofB is called admis-
sible wrt. fn! iff it contains exactly one simple path a from the root ?" of B to some node fc

with m(fc)~m' and all nodes on cycles through nodes on a. r and fc are called the end nodes
of /A If/?' (resp., B'rt , v) is used as the transition diagram of a finite automaton it is stripped
ofthe node markings, and r (resp., fc) is defined its initial state.
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3. The construction of two-sided RCRG's

As fn! G R{P,fTi) ifffn £ R{Pn.v,fn') the construction of Algorithm 1 is generalized to the
concept of a two-sided RCRG.

Algorithm 2:
a) Nondeterniinisticallyselect some subgraph B1 of

I?,

B' admissible wrt. m. with end nodes r and fc.
b) Set '' : - RCRG(Pr(V ,m', /?',,„);
c) Nondctcrministiailly select some subgraph B'" of B", B'" admissible wrt. Th. with end nodes r' and

fc',

s.t.
z(r') = fc,z(fc') = r.

d) If (as transitions diagrams) B",'ril ?■ B' set B: ==RCRG{P,fn,B'{'tv) and go to a), otherwise stop.

To show the termination of Algorithm 2, first note that if fc is an w+-node in any B" or B

constructed in step b) or d), resp., ofthe algorithm introducing the i-th coordinate as new
urcoo; .finale for some i £ /«.. then i £ W{z{k)) because the <A -cycle a in fc corresponds to
some cycle through z[k), and as (<A(u)) ( > 0.

Let B' with end nodes r and fc and B'" with end nodes r' and fc' be the admissible RCRG's
determined in t " first rim of Algorithm 2's loop. Call some coordinate i £ Iv essential
iff(m, AAA]). < u)A{m[k))i = v or m =)(m(r'))i < wA(m(/c')),: = w. If i £ /,. is a non-
essential coordinate ii can be discarded from the construction after the first run ofthe
loop because ifboth m_ and mf. equal w then all [m[k'% of all nodes fc" ofall RCRG's con-
structed in Algorithm 2 equal w, and if, say, (m^)),- < w, then (m{fc"))_ < w for all nodes
k" in all RCRG's constructed by the algorithm henceforth, and (m(Ar"))_ = (ra(z(fc")))i,
and can, thus, be delet mined inductively from B'". The proof of termination is nov by
induction on the number/:; of essential coordinates.
Assume that the loop in the algorithm is traversed at least twice, and let now B~\B\ v.d
!>'■' denote the admissible RCRG's determined in step c) ofthe first and steps a) resp. c)of
the second run ofthe loop, in this order.
\fE = 0 the algorithm obviously stops after the second execution ofthe loop.
IfJS = 1 assume that coordinated is essential, and also assume wig. that/3 1 contains some
uA-node fc" (for coordinate i). Then, because ofthe above remark, {m(z(k")))i = uj in B~l ,
and the v -node in B ' comes before z[k") in J, ' (if there is none, obviously B3 — B l

rev

because of property I'd). But (hen the subgraph of A reachable from k" equals the sub-
graph ■■'/?,:,,' reachable from ;.(fc") because of P6, and, for the same reason, B:i — B\cv, i.e.

I .et m, m' £ N' , A some finite automaton, B: — RCRG{P, m,A).
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Algorithm 2 stops.
For genera] E, let B~x , B\ and B 3 be as above, and let fc" be the last w+-node in B] . Now,
\fW{z[k")) contains all essential ofm(fc") Algorithm 2 stops after the second
run through the loop because ofthe same reasoning as above. Otherwise, let c be the
(unique) edge on the simple path between the two end nodes in IV with d(e) — fc", and
assume that the algorithm does not terminate. Then there would be an infinite chain of
B' 's generated in subsequent executions of step a) ofthe loop, and in each such B'] exactly
one edge e> would correspond to c (as c goes in /?' from one strongly connected component
(SCO to a different one because of PI). Because N' under c is well-founded, each ofthe
sequences (m(d(eJ ))) . Nt, and {m{z(a(e.')))) .^ would have to become stationary. But this
would mean that Algorithm 2 doesn't stop for some problem given by m, some m(z[a(ej)))
and the subgraph of/A from which a{ej) is reachable, or given by some m(d(c. j)), fn', and
the subgraph ofß'J reachable from d(ej). However, both of these problems have less than
E essential coordinates as W{z[k")) does not contain all essential w-coordinates of m{k") in
81,B l , thus contradicting the induction hypothesis.
1 nis proves the termination of Algorithm 2.

Let B' be the graph determined in the last execution of step a) in Algorithm 2. Then B ".an

wig. be assumed separated, i.e. every simple cycle in /?' has at most one node in common
with the simple path a between the two end nodes in B. If/?' does not yet have this form ;. ;
can be transformed to it by attaching to each node fc on a a copy ofthe SCC of fc in /?' s.t. it
has only fc in common with a.

As B' = RCRG{P,m,B') = {RCRG(Prev ,m',B'rev ))rev there are two possibilities to attach a
pseudomarking m(e) to every edge c in B' :

or
taken from R.CR.G{Pr,V) m',B're%)

Let the edge marking m2(e) be the componentwise minimum of m(e) and fn(erev ), for all
edges X in /?' (note that m{cA^a{erev )).

m(e): = fn{a{e)) - {6t{e))~ taken from RCRG{P, m,B'),

m{erev): = m{a[erev )) — [St(erEV )) ~

(note that <s£(er<; „) = —fit(e)).
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A sepe nied graph ff output in this way by Algorithm 2 together with edge marking n '' is
called a two-sided regularly controlled reachability graph 2SRCRG(P, m, m', A). We note the
following basic property

P7: Let m,m' £ N\ m.mf £ N'', m c fn,m' c m. For any path in A starting from zq

with edge labelling sequence r s.t. mA> m' there is a ISRCRG'P, fn, fn',A) B' with end
nodes r and fc s.t. there is a path a in B' from r to fc with r(o) = r.
For every initial segment a'e of a ending with edge c we have

A proof for P7 can be obtained by an iterated and alternating application of P3 to P a :d
Pre-

m + br{a')

~-

{St(e))~ C m2(e).
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4. Formally admissible paths

Let /? be some 2SRCRG{P,m, m',A) with m, m! £ N", end nodes r and fc, a the simple path
from rto fc, c],...,e

]

..,

ep ihe sequence of edges on a, and r = fc° = a(el ), fc 1 == d(e'), . . . , fc'' =
d(e'') = fc the sequence of nodes on a.

Let/? be a path from r to fc, i £ 1,,. Then

a) Ai, denotesthe (uniquely determined) initial segment of/9 ending withe'
b)«-r09

t

.):=srC9)-(«(e) + («(c))-);
c) /? is formallyadmissible iff m + <sr(/?) =m' and (Vi £ /

;

,)[m + s">(/?.) > 0];
FAP{B\. = {/?;/? formally admissiblepath in Z? from rtofc}.

d) Let p, o', A be paths in /?, n £ N.
P D n/9' -f /?":<=-'/? contains each edge ofß at least as often as do /?" and n copies of/?'
together.

e)Let/?,/?/ £F/l/J(F).

Let now q be the number of edges in /.?, and <?>' the Parikh mapping from the set of paths in
B to iV. Then, by Parikh's Lemma [31] and the closure properties ofsemilinear sets [B],

is an effectively obtainable semilinear set, and so is every component L of PPb (i.e. subset
ofPPn ofthe form L = {#'(/?) G PPb;/? > a}, where </>'(v) is some base ofPPB).
Let t £ /,. be an w-component of some m2{ej), for some j £ Ip . This w-component is called
formally justified'(wrt. L) ifthe i-th coordinate ofthe constructable semilincar set

is unbounded, otherwise the (unique) finite value ofthe i-th coordinate of all its elements
iscalled iii,finite replacement.

Modifying /? wrt. L means modifying B as a finite automaton by standard techniques in
such a way that it still allows all paths in &~ X[L) but forces all paths (from one end node

P' > /?:«/?' A) PA(Vi G IJIS-riP'A > S~t(PA].

PPB: = <p'{FAP{B))

{m + 6~T[pi); P G FAP{B)A<P'{P) G L}
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to the other) to contain every edge which occurs in all paths in A \l) some fixed number
of time, (including zero) exactly that often. This modification can be assumed wig. to
preserve separateness.

Finally, if c and c' are two edges on the simple path in ./? between the two end nodes, lei
C,AA) denote the subgraph of i? consisting of all paths from <"/(.) to a(e'), together with c

and<A

Tie following algorithm is used to eliminate not formally justified urcomponents in
2SRCRG's by segmenting them into several 2SRCRGA and combining these at their end
nodes. Let P and m, m' £ Nr be given.

Algorithm 3:
a) Construct B: = 2SRCRG{P, m, m',E), where E accepts T.

Remo cycles through either one of the end nodes of/?.
Let S/:. lie the set of edges on the simple path between the end nodes in B.

b) Determine PPi, and select norKlelenninislicallysome component L of PPy,. If all w-components of all edge
markings m2(e) of all edges on the simple path between the two end nodes in A? are formally justified wrt. L,

and if _B needn't be modified wrt. L then go to i).
c) Mi fify B v, it. L. obtaining B. Let (A;j = 1 , . . . , p) be the ordered sequence ol' edges on the simpte path

beiw; ■ i the two end node.-, in B which are also in SE. and lei A be t. "; (unique) edge in B' correspoi ding to
c. j E A,,. Let, further, m2'(e>) be m2(eJ") with formally unjustified w-componenLs finitely replaced, for j £ Ip.
Set j: = 1, and for I £ /,, o, ma': = m2'(e'), and r/iri': == m2'(e'+' 1 ).

d) Construct S>: = 2SRCRG{P, mn> + £-f.(<P), '«''' + «(e>+') + s~t(eJ+o.%(e'VJ+1));
let caJ be the initial edg< in B> (corresponding to A), cd* the final edge (corresponding to c'J ~fl ), and set

c) If jf> 1 and ma? < md- 1

'"

' then set j: =j— I and go to d).
0 If; < ""' —'. se! maj+l: == md';j: = .?' fl, and go to d).
g)

Consist,

t /""' : combine the segments B-' by identifying edJ with caJ'+ 1 , for y £ /p_._i.

li) Add for all j £ V-i. to SE all edges, on the simple path between the two end nodes in B> if the maxima!
number >f w-coordinales of markings in IV has decreased wit. ()<{€-', <rJ ' ') or, if not, if the numbei of Jgtrs in
some SCC with marking.-, with a maximal number of w coordinates has decreased.
Set. B: = B" and go to b).

i) Reattach the cycles removed in step a), calling the resulting graph B again.

end Algorithm 3

It. can easily be sen that the loops formed in steps c) and 0, 'esp., ofthe algorithm
termiii.ite. To show termination ofthe loop formed in step h) it can be proven that in one

ma3 : = m.2(eaJ);md :': = m2(ecP).
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pass through that loop some segment B> is not changed at all and all urcomponents within
it are formally justified if the number of in the m2-markings ofthe two end
nodes, the maxima! number of w-coordinates of m2-markings in Bj, and the numbei of
edges in some SCC with m2-markings with a maximal number of w-coordinates all are
preserved as L is a component ofPPu [27]. This verification is left to the reader. Let the
four numbers above be, in order, nlJ} nrj^mij, and nnyey

Therefore, attaching to each segment /?' the quadruple (nmj,nej,nlj,nrj) each of these
quadruples in one nm through the loop either remains the same and the corresponding
segment is not changed, or is replaced by a finite multiset of quadruples which are all
strictly smaller in the lexicographic ordering than the one being replaced. As this ordering
is well-founded the algorithm must terminate [6].

A graph A? produced by Algorithm 3 is called reduced regularly controlled reachability
graph RR[P,m,m').

Theorem 1:
Let m,m' G N". If rrAm' then there is some RR(P,m,m') B s.t. r = r(/3) for son :.
p £ FAP(B) with 4>\P) £ L (L as determined in the last execution of step b) of Algorithm
3).

Proof:
Apply P7 to all segments constructed in Algorithm 3. Hi
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5. A sufficient condition for reachability

Let Bbc some RR{P, m, m') for m, rri £ N r , e\ . . . , A the sequence of edges on the simple
path between the two end nodes, and L the linear component of PPB determined in the
last execution of step b) in Algorithm 3. For b£ L and j g Ip , set m(b,j): = m + SriPi)
where &{p)=* b.

iii) (m(t',i))i > [m{b,j))i, for all ;' £ 1,„ and all ? of m2{ej).

Let, finally, for ;' £ iP U{o}, /? J

'

and a' be paths from fi(A) to d(eJ) (where d(e°): = a{A)) s.t.

(All these 6, b*, pj,ai exist!).

Proof:
Set, for j £ /p, Wy = the set of w-coordinates of m2{ej), and IV,-: = the maximal set of
w-coordinates of m2(e) for edges c incident on d{ej).
For r£ 'A and n£ No}, — {o}, let r" denote the n-fold iteration of / :A=r, r" ! ' =" rm.rn.
Case l: tv, - Wj - vyy+l

Choose n big enough s.t. m{bn,j) > S{t{A)t(P j)) \ Then, because of iii) above,

for all ri > n.

I .et 7 be the uA -path in d[e>), and i some path from d{e>) to rf(A) s.t. - n"#V)
for some ." £ N) (such a V exists!).

Let b, b + 6* £ L s.t.
i) &A <b" for every edge eon a cycle in B\
ii) b'<: =b-fA/ £ L for all nG N;

V V P

J2 &{A) =b— J2<pIA) and NJ <P'(A) = 6*.
j=o j=i i=o

Lemma;
Let j £ _/>_.,. Tien (3n GN,Vn' > n)[m(6n',j)-^ m(bn',j + 1)1.

f((T(aJ)r'r(pj),m(bn',j))

Case 2: WJ(^Wj= Wj+l
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Choose v big enough s.t. {m{bn,j) + nSiA)), > [S{t{A)t{Pj))-), for all iGW5 - IV,-, and
n >An big enough s.t. m(6r', j) > (5((r(7))"r(Q')(r(7'))w7-(/?J ))~ " Then, because of iii) above,

for all ri > n.

The remaining two cases, W^Wjy Wj+ 1 and VV,- = Wj^Wj+i , can be reduced to the first
two cases. |

P/00/:-
Choose n big enough for all j £ /,.__! and apply the above Lemma. 1

The General Reachability Problem for Petri nets is decidable.

f((r(l)nr(A)r'--',"A{I'))A(PArn(A, j))

Theorem 2:
+Let m, ml £ N". If there is some RR[P, m, m') then m—

<■

rri.

Corollary:
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6. Conclusion

Tli ere follows a list of some problems which have been shown to be effectively reducible
to (<) or equivalent with (==) the general reachability problem for Petri nets (also sec
[27]):

a) (=) the liveness problem for Petri nets [14];
b) (= ) the zero marking reachability problem [14];
c) (= ' the persistence problem for one transition [14];
d) (< ) the com tinment and equivalence problem for sets of firing sequences [14];
c) ( i the wool problem for commutative Semi-Thue-Systems [21];
0 ( ■■■■ die word problem for PBLIND [10];
g) A ) the emptiness problem for the intersection of two Szilard languages [s];
h) (« ) the recursiveness of subsets of finitely generated, finitely represented commutative

semigroups compatible with relations with finitely many minimal elements [11].

As shown in [23], the reachability problem for Petri nets is exp-space hard. In [25],
Petri nets with finite, non-primitive recursive reachability sets are exhibited implying that
Algorithm 3 is non-primitive recursive, too, in this case, as the reachability graph con-
struction enumerates the whole reachability set. However, as shown in [27], necessary

conditions derived from die equation m' — m = V<P(t) can be built into the Petri net, and
it is not clear how this modification affects the complexity of tire algorithm. Also, it is
still open whether Dickson's Lemma [7] which is used implicitly several times and which
implies thai every infinite sequence in N-! ' has an infinite nondecreasing subsequence, can
be replaced b\ a different argument providing effectively given upper bounds.
Other open problems concerning the reachability sets of Petti nets are, e.g.:

a) Is tinre a live marking in R[P, trip.
b) Is there a marking m s.t. R{P, m) is live?
c) Is R(P,m) semilinear?
d) Is there a "small." bound Sr{m, m') for m' £ R(P, m) s.t. m' is reachable via intermediate

markings which are all bounded by Sp(m, m')l

It is hoped that the techniques shown in this paper can also be applied to some other
word problems (e.g., in monotonous systems characterized by the property that transitions
possible in some state are also possible in all "bigger" states) where no a priori upper
bounds on the length of shortest derivations are known so far.
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